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Details of Visit:

Author: Swoopdogg
Location 2: Liverpool Street
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 8 Oct 2010 15.00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hr
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Max's Angels
Website: http://www.maxeslondonescorts.co.uk
Phone: 02071000300

The Premises:

5 star hotel, very smart room, huge bed

The Lady:

Gabbi is a very sexual lady. Her best feature are her eyes, breasts and legs, but her maim appeal is
her attitude. She was very well turned out in a sexy bask stockings and heals

The Story:

Despite punting for a good number of years (reports back to 2003)Ive only used Max twice and both
in the last month. My mystake! Gabbi has outstanding attitude in that she tries very hard to
maximise youe enjoyment and is very skilled at most of the things you could reasonably ask a girl to
do.

Her deep throught is deeper than any ive seem, she will lick and suck your balls, lick you bum, does
cim. Alhoug I didn't use any there was an array of toys on the bed and A was avaiable if I wanted it.
The most important thing about Gabbi is though is that she doesgo through the motions, she will
change postion, spead, rythem or angle to maximise your pleasure. What Gabbi is not is a sweet
young thing who giggles who smiles and lets you get on with it, although I guess she could be if you
asked. What she is a savy switched on girl who tries to get into your mind to maximise your
pleasure.

I had an extended reverse cow girl 2nd time around which was excelent with Gabbi trying numerous
angels to hit the tight stop before I came in mish.

Its an overused phrase on this site to say treat her well and you will get maximum return, but in
Gabbi's case I think it is relevant with spades. Given the services she offers there is a danger of
clients forgetting she's a human being as well, but if you keep that in the back of your mind this girls
will go the whole nine yards for your...and more. A real star

Great attitude really enjoyed it thanks Gabbi - Tom
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